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ABSTRACT
Robert Oliver has said, "Mankind is separated less by language
barriers (grievous though they are) than it is by cultural differences."
One effect of this separation can be denial of the rich experiences
available through expansion of cultural perspectives.

More serious effects

in a thermo-nuclear world can be repeated conflict, war, even annihilation.
Hence, it is in the interest of all to find a way to co-exist.

The means

for doing this begins with understanding the cultures of others through
communication.
The first step in intercultural communication is acceptance of the
worth of other systems.

There are barriers, however, to this action.

One

such barrier is a tendency to evaluate other cultures by one's own set of
beliefs, attitudes and values.

This study was an attempt to reduce the

impact of this barrier by identifyfng and comparing value preferences in
an intercultural setting.
The Modified Rokeach Value Preference Survey (VPS) was administered
to 72 American university students and to 62 Chinese (Taiwan) students
studying in midwestern American universities.

The data were then tabulated

and rank orders compiled for each part of the VPS, instrumental values and
terminal values.

Comparative rankings were prepared for Americans vs

Chinese students as ethnic groups, for American vs. Ghinese males, and for
American vs Chinese females.

The composite data were then statistically

analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U Test of the Statistical Program in Social
Sciences (SPSS).

Significant differences were measured for each of the

thirty-six values with p-<. .05 established as a requirement for significance.

The null hypothesis, that th~re would be no significant difference
between value rankings of American and Chinese students, was rejected on
the basis of significance found for twenty-one of thirty-six values.

The

null hypothesis, that there would be no significant difference between
value rankings of American and Chinese male students, was rejected on the
basis of significance found for fourteen of the thirty-six values.

The

null hypothesis, that there would be no significant difference between the
value rankings of American and Chinese female students, was rejected on
the basis of significance found for nineteen of the thirty-six values.
It is concluded that there are considerable differences in basic
value orientations between this population of American and Chinese
students and that these differences are apparently a result of ethnic
culture.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

If we seek to understand a people, we have to try
to put ourselves as far as we can in that particular
historical and cultural background •••• It is not easy for
a person of one country to enter into the background of
another country. So there is great irritation, because
one fact that seems obvious to us is not immediately
accepted by the other party or doesn't seem obvious to
him at all •••• But that extreme irritation will go when
we think ••• that he is just differently conditioned and
simply can't get out of that condition •••• One has to
recognize that whatever the future may hold, countries
and peoples differ in their approach to life and their
ways of living and thinking. In order to understand
them, we have to understand their way of life and approach.
If we wish to convince them, we have to use their language
as far as we can, not language in the narrow sense of the
word, but the language of the mind. That is one necessity.
Something that goes even much further than that is not the
appeal to logic and reason, but some kind of emotional
awareness of the other people.1
--Jawaharlal Nehru
Historical Perspective on Communication
Human beings developing on earth over the last few million years
gradually evolved the skills necessary for communication.

For thousands

of years the growth and refinement of these skills has contributed to
man's progress:

physical, as indicated by the increase in brain size

paralleled with the acquisition of speech; and cultural, as evidenced
by his socialization in family, clan, and community units,2
The acquisition of speech allowed more extensive structure and
greater efficiency in communities.

Work activities could be coordinated

1Jawaharlel Nehru, Fontispiece to Culture and Communication, by
Robert T. Oliver (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1~62), p. v.
2L.

S. Harms, Intercultural Comrunication (New York: Harper and
Row, 1973), pp. 1-3.

2

and the various tasks delegated to individuals or groups.

Skills and

experiences of the past could be relayed to successive generations.
Probabilities and speculations of the future could be expressed as
man was able to define them with relation to events.3

Apparently, many thousands of years after the emergence of speech,
writing slowly developed.

The major advantages of written communication

were a greater degree of permanence and a higher level of accuracy.
Just as listening is a corollary of speaking, so reading is a byproduct
of writing.

Thus the four basic aspects of communication were born.
Intercultural Communication

The invention of the printing press seemed to preview the twentieth
century advances in the press, telecommunications, the electronic media,
and satellite transmission.

Joined with transportation advances, a

new concept in communication arises expressed by Marshall McLuhan's
suggestion that we all live in a "global village. 11 4

The implications

inherent in this idea are:
1.

Through electronic communication and mobility we
are neighbors of even the most remote peoples.

2.

Because of this kinship, we will interact with them.

3.

Productive interaction requires understanding.

4.

Understanding builds intercultural cormnurication.

With the dramatic events of the past decade--the birth of
supersonic travel, the Arab oil embargo, the Cold War status of super
power relations, the troubled contacts in the Middle East, the poverty
3Ibid. , p. 6 •
411arshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964; Signet Books, 1966), p. 298.

3

and unrest in third world countries, the plight of "boat people II and
other refugees in search of political and economic relief, the rise

and fall of governments, the growth of multinational corporations
and a host of natural disasters--no one can question the premise that
contact with other cultures is forced upon each of us.

That we affect

and are affected by other people in modern,technological society is
a foregone conclusion.

The quality of those relationships, however,

is a variable that can be altered.

We have some choice as to how we

shall acconnnodate the differences we encount:a:-, "whether by force,
conflict, and war on the one hand or through peaceful coexistence on
the other ... 5

Given such a choice, few would not opt to coexist.

The

means for doing that must begin with understanding the cultures of
others, for "mankind is separated less by language barriers (grievous
though they are) than it is by cultural differences. 11 6
In a practical sense, however, it is often impossible to separate
culture from communication.

Dodd has said, "Culture is inextricably

linked with connnunication inasmuch as culture partly determines our
interpretation of symbolic cues (and vice versa). 11 7

Although it may

be an over-simplification, many agree with Edward T. Hall that culture
is communication.8
5Richard W. Brislin and Paul Pederson, Cross-Cultural Orientation
Programs (New York: Garner Press, Inc., 1976), p. vi.
6Robert T. Oliver, Culture and Communication (Springfield, Illinois:
Charles C. Thomas, 1962), p. xi.
1carley H. Dodd, Perspectives on Cross-Cultural Communication
(Dubuque, Iowa: Kendell/Hunt Publishing Company, 1~77), p. 7.
SEdward T. Hall, Beyond Culture (New York: Anchor Books, 1977), p. 42.

4

Smith's simple explanation se·ems to express it most satisfactorily,
Culture is a code we learn and share, and learning and
sharing require communication. And communication requires coding and symbols, which must be learned an~
shared. Communication and culture are inseparable.

In this context, it seems almost redunctc1nt to use terminology joining
culture and communication (.______________~cultural communication) but,
to express the exchanges between peoples of differing cultures, the term

intercultural communication will be utilized in this study.
Values and Culture
The first step in intercultural communication is the acceptance of
the worth of other systems.

Faced with one's own ethnocentricity, there

are, according to Barna, five natural barriers to this endeavor.

Some

must be overcome to have any sort of communication and a majority must
be

resolved if a truly satisfying exchange is to be realized.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

They are:

the language, including the subtle meanings behind the words
the nonverbal messages, unspoken clues to ideas and patterns
of communication
the preconceptions of stereotypic conclusions that result
in overgeneralizations based on one's expectations
the high level of anxiety that accompanies intercultural
experiences due to the unfamiliarity surrounding the
situation
the tendency to evaluate the content of other cultures
10
based on one's own set of beliefs, attitudes, and values.

It is on this final barrier that this study will focus, specifically on
identification and comparison of value preferences as an additional tool
of intercultural communication.
9Alfred Smith, ed., Communication ~nd Culture--Readings in the Code
of Human Interaction (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1960), p. 7.
lOL. Barna, "Stumbling Blocks in Interpersonal Intercultural
Communication," in Readings in Intercultural Communication, vol. 2,
ed. D. Hoopes (Pittsburg: University of Pittsburg Press, 1972), p. 17.

5

Milton Rokeach, after many years devoted to the nature of
belief systems, said, " ••• the concept of values more than any other,
is the core concept across all the social sciences.

It is the main

dependent variable in the study of culture, society, and personality;
and the main independent variable in the study of social attitudes
and behavior. 1111

This view is supported by the anthropological studies

of Clyde Kluckhohn, by the field work of educators Howard Kirschenbaum
and Sid Simon, and by the empirical studies of psychologist Carl Rogers.
Rokeach has arrived at five guiding assumptions about the nature
of human values, which he believes allow

for unbiased, replicable re-

search to be performed by objective investigators.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

His assumptions are:

The total number of values of an individual is relatively
small.
All people possess (at least some of) the same values
to differing degrees.
Values are internally organized into value systems.
The consequences of human values will be manifested in
all phases of human relationships.
The roots of human values can be traced to cu11~re,
society and its institutions, and personality. •

From Rokeach' s intriguing list of principles,, ·.one can visualize
the interdisciplinary nature of research in value systems.

It seems

to be the concept unifying the various social and behavioral sciences.
However, the diverse background of the field of speech communication
makes values research from this perspective both natural and practical.
11i.ti.lton Rokeach, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Values (8an Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1968), p. 159.
12 Ibid., p. 3.

6

The Values Preference Survey
Rokeach suggests that by focusing on an individual's (or collec~ively, .a society's) values rather than attitudes, "we are dealing

t:.

ttdth a concept that would invite a more enthusiastic interdisciplinary
~colloboration, and that would broaden the range of ••• traditional concern
to include problems of education and reeducation as well as problems of

persuas i on.

1113

To facilitate.this work, Rokeach has developed the Values

Preference Survey tVPS) as a measurement tool.

It consists of eighteen

alphabetically arranged instrumental values and eighteen te~inal values,
emerging from several years of research in the area.

Hundreds of testing

situations have standardized this tool, making it a very reliable measure
of individual values.

A limited amount of this testing has also been

done interculturally.

Since a major criterion employed in the selection

of the thirty-six values to be included in the Value Survey was that they
be reasonably comprehensive and universally applicable, it is thought to
have intercultural validation as well. 14

The Problem
While there have been numerous studies on the theory and applications
of values systems in the United States over the past decade, 15 considerably
less has been done in this area with intercultural comparisons.

The Q-sort

13Milton Rokeach, Beliefs, Attitudes, and Values (San Francisco:
Jessey-Bass, Inc., Publishers, 1968), p. 159.
14

Rokeach, The Nature of Human Values, p. 89.

15:Milton Rokeach, "Toward a Philosophy of Value Education," in Values:
Theory, Practice, Problems, Prospects, ed. J. Meyer, B. Burnham, and J.
Cholvat (Waterloo, Ontario: Wildred Laurier University Press, 1975), pp. 11229; Howard Kirschenbaum and Sidney B. Simon, Eds. Readings in Values Clarification (Minneapolis: Winston Press, 1973); Y. Rim, "Values and Attitudes,"
Personality 1(1970): 243-50.

7

;•thod of quantifying human attitude and interpersonal behavior, as
developed by William Stephenson, 16 has been utilized to measure and compare
attitude variances in selected Chinese from Hong Kong and Taiwan. 17

Studies

using the VPS have been reported using ar. intercultural approach in Canada,
Australia,

19

and in Israel,

20

all ~nglish-speaking countries.

18

However,

the literature does not yield·a study using the VPS with any oriental
population.

The purpose of this study is to establish value preferences

among Rokeach's thirty-six identified values, eighteen instrumental values
and eighteen terminal values, for a selected population of Chinese college
students from Taiwan as compared to the same. data for American students.

16 · ··
William Stephenson, The Study of Behavior (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1953), pp. 8-46.

17 Gary G. Y. Chu, "A Q-Sort Comparison Between Cultural Expectations
of Chinese and Cultural Perceptions of Returned Latter-Day Saint Missionaries
from the United States Who Had Been Assigned to Chinese Missions" ~M.A.
thesis, Brigham Young University, 1974).
18 Rokeach, "Toward a Philosophy of Value Education," p. 112-29.
19N. T. Feather, "Educational Choice and Student Attitudes in Relation
to Terminal and Instrumental Values," Australian Journal of Psychology 22
{1970): 127-44.
.
2URim, pp. 243-.JO.

II.

HYPOTHESES

Three null hypotheses were formulated to be tested in the resolution

fof the above-stated problem.
1.

They are:

There is no significant difference in the rankings of the
individual values of the Rokeach Value Preference Survey lVPS)
between selected samples of American and Chinese (Taiwan)
university students.

Significance will be established at the

p <..05 level.
2.

There is no significant difference in the rankings of the
individual values of the Rokeach Value Preference Survey (VPS)
between selected samples of American and Chinese (Taiwan) male
university students.
p

3.

<. 05

Significance will be established at the

level.

There is no significant difference in the rankings of the
individual values oftheRokeach Value Preference Survey (VPS)
between selected samples of American and Chinese lTaiwan)
female university students.

Significance will be established

at the p<.u5 level.
Definitions
Recognizing the need among investigators for vocabulary agreement,
this study will define terms in reference to related studies.

These

definitions are, by no means exclusive, as the literature yields many
variations of each.

They are chosen, however, for the precision of meaning

expressed in the confines of this study.

9

~ication:

...

a process by which senders and receivers of messages

. given
.
. l contexts. 21
interact in
socia

1(:u1ture:

the sum total of what individuals learn (both consciously

,

and subconsciously) in conunon with other members of the group
to which they belong.

22

(sometimes thought to encompass the

skills and concepts of a given people in a given period)
·. Intercultural communication : (or cross-cultural communication which
is used interchangeably in practice):

a process of interpersonal

or media interaction between persons of differing sociocultural
experiences; a communication occurring between members of the
cultures, either on a dyadic, small group or public speaking levei. 23

Value:

an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state
of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite
.

or converse mo d e o f cond uct or end -state o f existence.

24

It is

operationally defined for this study as one of the thirty-six
terms of the VPS.
Instrumental values:

one's beliefs concerning desirable modes of

conduct; acceptable means of accomplishing a task. 25
Terminal values:

one's beliefs concerning desirable end-states of

existence; worthy ends to be sought and accomplished. 26

21Kenneth Sereno and C. David Martensen, Foundations of Communication
Theory (New York: Harper and Row, 1970), p. 5.
22 conrad M. Arensberg and Arthur H. Niehoff, Introducing Social
Change--A Manual for Community Development (Chicago: Aldine, 1971), p. 16.

23
24

Dodd, p. 4.
Rokeach, The Nature of Human Values, p. 5.

25 Ibid., p. 7.
26 Ibid.

10

~Value system:

'fa,j.w..

~.

an enduring organization of beliefs concerning preferable

modes of conduct or end-states of existence along a continuum of
.
.
27
re 1 ative importance.

Delimitations

1.

This study will be restricted to values as measured by the Modified
Rokeach Value Preference Scale and as stated by the individual
respondents.

2.

The data as expressed for .American university students will be as
measured for a population of Illinois students during spring
term, 1981.

3.

The data as expressed for Chinese university students will be as
measured for a selected population of Chinese (Taiwan) students
attending midwestern .American universities during spring term, 1981.

z7 Ibid. ,

p. 5.

III.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Intercultural Communication
Intercultural communication as a field of study is relatively new.
The earliest use of the term in the literature was by Hall and Wh:i:te in
1960. 28

Of course, Edward Hall's long-time dedication to study of

various cultures and the relationship between culture and mode of communi-

. we 11 recognize.
. d 29
cat i on is

Along with Clyde Kluckhohn's work,

30

it

has become a basis from which much of the research of the past two decades
has grown.

From the viewpoint of a cultural anthropologist interested

in modes of communication, Hall sought to establish some understanding

regarding this aspect of expression.

His more recent contributions,

including The Hidden Dimension (1966), Beyond Culture (1977), and a host
of journal articles, attest to his continuing research commitment regarding
the concept of intercultural communication, both as a field of study and
as an aspect of human interaction.
Others also find intercultural communication as a useful distinction
f orms. 31
.
.
f rom var i ous ot h er communicative

It has all the aspects of the

28E.T. Hall and W. F. White, "Intercultural Communication:
to Men of Action," liuman Organization 19(1960): 4.

A Guide

29 ~. T. Hall, Beyond Culture; E.T. Hall, The Silent Language
(New York: Doubleday, 1959).
30 c. Kluckhohn and W. Kelly, "The Concept of Culture," in The Science
of Man in the World Crisis, ed. R. Linton (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1945); C. Kluckhohn, Mirror for Man (New York: McGraw Hill, 1949).
3~arms, p. 41; Larry A. Samovar and Richard E. Porter, eds. Inter
cultural Communication: A Reader (Belmont, California: Wadsworth, 1972);
K. S. Sitaram and R. T. Cogdell, Foundations of Intercultural Communication
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. ¥,errill, 1970), p. 3.
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communicative situation--source, message, channel, receiver, feedback-•ut is augmented by an additional pervasive aspect:
necessarily Jtakes it a unique form of con:munication.

the culture. 32

This

Furthermore, the

commonality of understanding that is omitted because of the reduction in

shared perceptions requires different compensations, again contributing
to its uniqueness.
Dodd considers it completely "another level of conununication."
(see fig. 1) Since cormnunication at any level is highly influenced by
the context in which it takes place, cultural variability is a prominent
factor to be considered.

33

This provides yet another justification for

study of intercultural communication.
Leonard Dobb indicates other reasons for the study of intercultural
coramunication.

The strongest is that the "hypotheses and hunches concerning

socialized behavior derived from caged animals, captured college students,
and patients or normal adults in Western society need to be tested and
perhaps modified in cultures having different traditions and confronted
·th
Wl.

1134
d.iverse environmenta
.
1 con d"1t1ons.
.
Indeed, entire journals such as the Journal of Cross Cultural

~sychology, The Journal of Intercultural Studies, and Intercultural
Communications Bulletin provide a forum for research in this area.
Furthermore, full length books dealing with intercultural (cross-cultural,
international) communication are available in the most basic of libraries.
32 Dodd, p. 1.
33 Ibid., p. 29.
34 Richard W. Brislin, Walter J. Lonner, and Robert M. Thorndike,
Cross-Cultural Research Methods (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1973), p. v.
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need not be restricted to the academic press either, as many editors
articles in popular publications.
Additionally, in a growing number of institutions, undergraduate and

aduate courses are offered in some aspect of intercultural communication.
even offer degree specialties in the area. 35

The professional speech

unication organizations, Speech Communication Association and InterCommunication Association, have supported this move by providing
divisions and special publications for intercultural communication.
For an area of study that is just over twenty years of age and the
,ulk of whose published research has occurred in the last decade, this indi-

,cates a truly remarkable growth~
This has also led to some problems, however.

Scholars from a wide

variety of disciplines have been attracted to the field.

While this has

enriched the area, it has also made it quite diverse. 36

It does not fit

into neatly delineated boundaries and some are troubled by this.

tllingsworth

ll977) maintains that there is rarely such a thing as "common culture" since
every individual brings to a communicative event a different cultural background.

He states that "cultural variability is a universal element of the

communication experience," and hence that either "all communication is
intercultural or no communication is intercultural. 1137

He asserts that each

subject is a cultural group of one and therefore that the label, intercultural
communication, "should be advanced very tentatively, if at all. 1138
35 Ar1zona
·
State Un1vers1ty,
•
•.
Un1vers1
•
• t yo f Sou th em Ca 1 1• f orn1a,
.

International University, Atlanta, Georgia.

36 Tulsi B. Sara!, "Intercultural Communication Theory and Research: An

Overview," in Communication Yearbook I, ed. Brent D. Ruben (New Brunswick,
N.J.: International Communication Association, 1977), p. 389.

37 Huber W. Ellingsworth, "Conceptualizing Intercultural Communication,"
in Communication Yearbook I, ed. Brent D. Ruben {New Brunswick, N.J.:
International Communication Association, 1977), p. lUl.
38 Ibid., p. 1oz.
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It does seem that if one so narrowly defines "a culture" that it
requires all experiences be shared by members, none will exist.

If it is

accepted that members of a cultural group will have more similarities

with other members of their group than with members of other groups, while
agreeing that there will never be complete similarity within any group,

then, Ellingsworth's objection is resolved.

This may be a semantic dis-

tinction between culture, sub-culture, and various other within-group
divisions.

While recognizing the multiplicity of conceptualizations of

both "communication" and "culture," Saral emphatically states that this
does not "invalidate the insights provided by the scholars in this field. 1139
Having noted Ellingsworth's point of view, the preponderance of
opinions to the contrary will determine for this study the acceptance of
intercultural communication as an exchange between members of differing
cultural groups and also as a valid area of study.
Values as an Aspect of Culture
It is well established that certain aspects of language and behavior
provide barriers to effective communication between members of different
cultures.
barriers.

40

Barna organizes the problem into five general categories of
The final one of Barna's barriers is "the tendency to evaluate

the content of other cultures based on one's own set of beliefs, attitudes,
and values."

41

For example, Americans value time quite differently from some peoples
in other parts of the world.

~dward Hall discusses an incident in a small

southeast Asian country in which the few Americans recently arrived in the
39
40

41

Saral, p. 39U.
Hall, Beyond Culture, p. 112.
Barna, p. 17.

lb

country were kept waiting for appointments as much as two or three hours.
Even diplomats on goodwill visits were stalled in outer offices for

interminably long periods.

The Americans read this action as an insult,

but were confused when they found the people to be friendly and receptive

in all other respects.

After some time the problem was resolved.

It

seemed the Asian nationals did not recognize a person as "real" unless
someone knew him as a friend or at least as a human being.

He was not

a par~ of their social system until they had some experiential image
of him.

He simply did not exist so the time passage was inconsequential.

On the other hand, the Americans recognize a position-holder without any

familiarity with the individual person.

They would not keep "the

diplomat" waiting, whoever he might be.

Thus, the Americans interpreted

the imposed wait as a serious breach of etiquette.

This incident illustrates two major points.

First, ne!ther party

could really help the other understand the workings of his own system
since it was assumed that the other should intuitively understand it.
It is quite likely that neither consciously understood that a system
existed.

(It is often only through comparative study that one's own

cultural bases are recognized.)

8econd, the vast differences that emerged

once the system was revealed practically insured that they would not have
been discovered accidentally.

It was far more complex than just a different

concept of time; it involved basic differences in social interaction.
major problem developed when each person interpreted the actions of the
other in terms of his own cultural valu~s. 42
42

Hall, Beyond Culture, pp. 46-52.

The
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The literature is replete with examples of difficulties encountered--

soms with disasterous results--from interpreting words and actions by
·one's own valuatioµ. 43

Lee (1966) described the "Self Reference Criterion"

in which one unconsciously observes others from one's own cultural view.

Be has shown that people tend to compare those of other cultures with
themselves as the standard of "normal. n 44
The author's own experience bears this out.

Having spent one year

living in Taiwan among the Chinese people, there were numerous times when
events were judged as cruel, inunoral, or discriminatory based on a
Western cultural assessment.

In retrospect, they seem less so.

The expected differences in another culture--food, living style,
transportation, climate, etc.--are often less troublesome than the more
carefully hidden attitudes and values.

Brislin and Pederson have observed,

••• the factors that are most troubling are often not •••
dress, gestures, or food. The adjustment process demands
a reordering of daily behavior habits in subtle ways that
might escape conscious awareness, such as ••• different
traditional values that must be recognized. (This aspect)
of adjustmen~ conflicts with culturally related b~gavior
habits that can be extremely difficult to change.
Measurement of Values
Since values are an important criteria of culture and assumptions
regarding them a formidable barrier to intercultural communication, the
identification of individual values and value systems measurement becomes
43Brislin and Pederson, p. 140; dliver, pp. 80-83; Chu, pp. 37-39.
44J. A. Lee, "A Cultural Analysis in Overseas Operations," Harvard
Business Review 44(March/April, 1966): 109.
45 Brislin and Pederson, p. 10.
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paramount.

Raths (1966) has defined a seven-part valuing process that

serves as a basis for much of the value measurement and value clarification research.

According to Raths, before an idea becomes a value, it

must be prized and cherished, publicly affirmed, chosen from alternatives,
chosen after considering consequences, chosen freely, acted upon, and
consistently linked to other values.

From these stringent criteria, it

is easy to see why Rokeach states that "the total number of values that
a person possesses is relatively small. ,,4 6
Furthermore, the process of discovering one's own values is sometimes as complex as is the identification of values of another.

They

are a result of culture, society and its institutions, interacting with
individual personality.

Hence they may elude revelation through complexity

and sublimation.
Values are distinguished from other concepts by their strength.
An attitude differs from a value in that an attitude is the expression of

a group of beliefs regarding a specific area,

A value, on the other hand,

refers to a single belief resulting in a mode of behavior or an end-state.
Values occupy a/more central position than attitudes and may, therefore,
47
.
. d es as we 11 as o f b e h avior.
·
b e d eterminants
o f attitu
social norms in their situation-independent status.

Values differ from

For example, Americans

stand when the Star Spangled Banner is played in public, but not when it is
played in their homes.
dependent behaviors.
46

The social norm dictates different situationA value, on the other hand, is constant. 48

Some

Rokeach, The Nature of Human Values, p. 20.

47 Ibid., p. 18.
48 R. M. Williams, "Values," in International Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences, ed. E. Sills (New York: Macmillan, 1968), p. 284.
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regar d va1ues an d nee d s as equi va1.ent,.49 but if one accepts Rah'
ts
previously stated criteria for valuation, it can in no sense be compared
to the "need" for water, shelter, oxygen which are held in commo.n with
other animals.

Values, then, are acquired and are uniquely human. 50

overview of measuring devices

The discovery of human values has been sought via numerous methods.
The Study of Values is designed to give relative scores on six basic
themes in personality--theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social, political,
and religious.

In use since 1931, this instrument has been revised and

now operates under the title of the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of
Values.

Since it has been in use so long, extensive norms are available

for comparisons, but its limitation is that it tends to compare individuals
rather than groups.

51

The Survey of Personal Values is a brief, forced-choice test consisting of thirty blocks of three statements each.

The respondent must

choose one statement as most important, one as least important of the
three available.

Ultimately the individual rates himself on the relative

importance of six values: practical-mindedness, achievement, variety,
decisiveness, orderliness, goal orientation.

While of limited use, it

appears to have cross-cultural validity for these six areas. 52
The Ways to Live Questionnaire offers a brief description of
thirteen different ways of living as embodied in the major ethical and

49 A

H. Maslow, ed. New Knowledge in Human Values (New York: Harper,
1959), p. 128-29.
50
Rokeach, The Nature of Human Values, p. 20.

51Brislin, Lonner, and Thorndike, p. 250.
52 Ib1"d • , p. 251 •
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religious traditions.

Each is rated on a seven-point scale.

Factorial

analysis then provides evidence of value structures across cultures. 53
The limitation of this form, according to Kilby (1970), is its negative
emphasis and the multiplicity of some of the statements. 54
Rokeach's Value Preference Survey

Rokeach's Value Preference Survey tVPS) is a result of numerous
modification.

Two lists of eighteen values were compiled, one containing

instrumental values or desirable modes of conduct, and the other terminal
values or desirable end-states of existence.

The instrumental values

were derived from a reduction of Anderson's (1969) list of 555 personalitytrait words.

Since it is a self-analysis instrument, only positive values

were retained and just one of the group of synonyms was used.

Additionally

the terms were: 1) expected to be meaningful in all cultures, 2) representative of the broad spectrum of people, 3) maximally discriminating,
and 4) those which individuals would feel comfortable admitting.
The terminal values were drawn from a review of the literature,
from graduate psychology students, and from a sampling of one.hundred'
"adults.

Then the list of several hundred was systematically pared by

the same procedure as described for instrumental values.

While they are

not claimed to be exclusive listings~ they may be regarded as both comprehensive and representative. 55
Subjects taking the test are given two sheets of alphabetically
arranged gum labels bearing the names of the stated values.

They are

53 Ibid., p. 252.
54 R. W. Kilby, "Values of Indian, American, and Japanese University
Students," Unpublished Manuscript, cited by Brislin, Lonner, and
Thorndike, p. 252.
55

Rokeach, The Nature of Human Values, p. 29.
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instructed to choose the value most important to them and place that
label in the number one position, continuing through the list until all
are ranked.

They can change positions of the labels as many times as

they feel necessary.

(see fig. 2, 3)

This instrument showed test-retest reliability> .7 when given
.
56
k apart t o t h e same popu1 ation.
seven wees

There has been some question

about the correlations of the VPS with other measures as predictors of
attitudes and beliefs.

Tuft (1977) tested it against nine other indices

as related to predictability in ethical decision making, openness to
experience, sex role behavior, and prejudice in social relations.
found only partial correlations with Rokeach's survey.

He

The differences

were attributed to demographic variability of the samples and to the
passage of time since Rokeach's data were collected. 57
There are other measurement instruments used in empirical studies,
i.e. Rotter's I-E Control Scale, Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire,
California Psychological Inventory and others.

However, they are either

more narrowly focused, measuring responses to one or two factors, or they
are quite broadly based forming composite personality types rather than
adherence to values.
Values Among Chinese
Confucian Background of Values
Values among Chinese are ultimately based on the teachings and
writings of an obscure teacher who lived in genteel poverty some 2500
56 Ibid., p. 169.
57 A1an Graham Tuft, "An Inquiry into Rokeach Value Patterns as
Predictors of Attitudes and Beliefs," lPh.D. ·dissertation, University
of Arkansas, 1977), p. 139-41.
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years ago, Kung Tse-fu or Confucius.

A comprehensive explanation of

Confucianism would require several volumes, so no attempt will be made here
to discuss it in depth.

However, some acquaintance with its contents is

basic to an understanding of Chinese values and behavior.

The original message of Confucius was quite simple.

"It was first

a message of personal responsibility and second a humbling reminder that
there is great wisdom in learning from the experience of preceding
generations ••• especially the Sages."

58

In effect, it was a call for

people to concern themselves with their own behavior which they could
influence rather than behavior of officials which they could not affect.
Confucius maintained that as an individual improved, so the family life
improved; as families were better ordered, the community was cleansed
of vices; and as communities became more ethical, so the nation became
more orderly, just, and stable.
To support this concept, Confucius developed a moral code known as
Li.

According to Li "elder children show affectionate obedience to

older brothers, all the children to their parents, the wife to her
husband, neighbors to neighbors, and citizens to the king. 1159

The entire

process was one of voluntary subjugation, but it was also an established
hierarchy that eliminated ambition and uncertainty.
rather than progress was the social ideal.

Stability and order

"The inquiry to determine

new truth gave way ••• to the search for precedents to enshrine old
truths." Justice rather than equality became the standard for judging.

5801·1.ver, p. 106.
59 Ibid.
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As the centuries have passed Confucian ideas have become both
solidified and adjusted.
to gH-ide personal actions.
truth is seen.

An elaborate code of behavior has developed

A strong concern for abstract and final

A belief that decision making is primarily the concern

of those in authority is balanced individually by a questioning mind.
The School of Li emphasized five principles which are recognized
today--benevolence, ri.ghteousness, propriety, wisdom, and dedication
or loyalty.

The School of Moral Law, which succeeded it, revised them

to include charity, duty to neighbors, propriety, and wisdom.

It

taught also that there are seven passions which oppose the principles of
right conduct.
desire.

They are: joy, anger, sorrow, fear, love, hatred, and

Expression of these passions was to be avoided by practicing

self-control and increasing knowledge.

61

Both of these schools emphasized

rational thought and wisdom through study.
The Wang School, however, with Taoist influence, distrusted
rational thought and emphasized sympathy and empathy.

The individual

was highly regarded and his ability to achieve knowledge by attuning
himself to nature and nature's laws was recognized.

A strong sense of

egalitarianism pervaded the Wang School and left its mark on contemporary
Chinese. 62

Today both the practical realism of the Wang School and the

structured idealism of the ancient forms function in Taiwan influencing
the values and actions of its people.
61 Ibid., p. 115.
62 Ibid., p. 119.
63 Ibid., p. 121.

63
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Modern Expression of Values
With such a uniform background, protected for centuries by isolationism, law, and pragmatism, there has been much interest in assessing
oriental values.
by Deyo (1975).

Work values among Chiv.ese in Thailand were investigated
Specific values with relation to work situation and

job satisfaction were chosen.

Statistically, there was no difference

shown between the values of the Chinese and the Thai nations used as a
control, hence no significant relationship between work values and ethnicity.

However, when the data were analyzed by sex, some differences

emerged.

The Oiinese males placed greater importance on respect and

friendship and less on job responsibility and promotions than did the
Thai males.

They also found the importance of one's work to the firm

to be less important than did the Thais.
The Chinese males also placed a high importance on group loyalty,
even where personal advancement possibilities might be diminished.

The

value most sought in co-workers was empathy and deep feelings for others.
They rated ambition and materialistic concerns quite low.

64

The Chinese females placed greater importance on income advancement and job responsibility and less on being afforded respect than did
the Thai females.

In fact, the Chinese females stood out as the only

one of the four groups actively seeking personal advancement.

This was

supported by the finding that Chinese women were rated by their supervisors as the most diligent and hardworking of the four groups.

They

also expressed the highest level of dissatisfaction with their jobs.
64 Frederick C. Deyo, "Ethnicity and Work Culture in Thailand: A
Comparison of Thai and Thai-Chinese White-Collar Workers," Journal of
Asian Studies 34(August, 1975): 998-1000.
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'furthermore, they indicated a disregard for problems of co-workers, for
friendships with co-workers, and f9r idealistic concerns in general.
J)eyo offers the suggestion that being the lowest paid of the four groups
and also the group with the greatest discrepency between educational and

occupational status may have fostered this revision of traditional values. 65
Lao, Chuang, and Yang used Levenson's modifications of the Rotter
IE control scale called the Internal, Powerful Others, and Chance Scales

(IPC) to determine locus of control among male and female Chinese (Taiwan)
university students. 66

The scale was translated into Chinese and then

translated back into English with the process being repeated until a
colloquial translation was achieved. 67

There was found to be a significant

difference between males and females on all three factors.

Chinese males

felt they had more internal control in general than females did and that
they were less controlled by chance.
to "powerful others."

However, females felt less susceptible

This is explained by Lao et al. as related to the

high value the Chinese place on the family.
female's life is more likely her father.

The "powerful other" in the

er her husband. he would be a

relatively stable and predictable influence.

On

the other hand, the

"powerful other" in the lives of males is not clearly identified and, hence,
may pose more of a threat in a changing world. 68
In a subsequent study, Lao compared the preceding data to that
obtained for American university students.

She found a similar direction

65 Ibid., p. 1015.
66 Rosina C. Lao, Chong-Jen Chuang, and Kuo-Shu Yang, "Locus of Control
and Chinese College Students," Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology
8(September, 1977): 300.
67 Ibid., p. 305.

68 Ibid., p. 306.
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~ g American students with males more internal than females, indicating
~y feel they have more control over their lives.

American males also

rfelt more susceptible to "powerful others" than females did, but the
differences are less for American students and therefore not satistically
.
69
signif 1.cant.
The values that emerge from her study are three:

1.

A

greater sense of freedom from control by family members as

well as by chance factors such as drought, typhoon, etc. expressed by
both American sexes than by Chinese.
2. More self-reliance of females in American society than in
•
70
Ch1.nese.

3.

A higher dependence on "self" by American males and females

.
71
h
b y Ch1.nese.
as a group tan
This latter is further supported by Tanaka-Matsumi and Marsella
in their observation that "self" is a higher order construct in the West
than in an oriental society, in this case Japanese.

For the Japanese,

the self is conceived as part of a larger social context which surrounds
the individual rather than the individual-centered model of man which
they attribute to the West. 72
69

Rosina C. Lao, "Levenson's !PC (Internal-External Control)
Scale, A Comparison of Chinese and American Students," Journal of CrossCultural Psychology Y(March, 1978): 120-22.
70 Ibid.
7~ao acknowledges the difficulties involved in translation and
back-translation, but, nonetheless maintains the positive contribution
to intercultural understanding.
72 Junko Tanaka-Matsumi and Anthony J. Marsella, "Cross-Cultural
Variations in the Phenomenological Experience of Uepression," Journal
of Cross-Cultural Psychology 7(December, 1976): 389.
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C. Gilbert Wrenn (1976)) assessed values of youths in sixteen
different countries.

He avoided the problem of translation by ob-

taining subjective responses which were compared to predominate values

in the United States.

He categorized them as X= values unlike those in

the United States, XX= values partly similar to those in the United
States, XXX= values definitely similar to those in the United States.
The youths of Taiwan were found to rank XX, or partly similar to the
United States on authority, value of past experience, role of women,
work-leisure relationship, and on the sexual dimension of life.

On the

nature of security they were rated X, valuing it unlike that of the
United

States.

On no item were the values of the Chinese (Taiwan) con-

sidered definitely similar to those in the United States. 73
Values in the United States
The work of Wrenn and others leads one to consider what the predominate values of the United States are.

In 1973, Milton Rokeach pub-

lished data establishing values for a population of 298 college students
from Michigan State University.

(see Table 1)

The most important instru-

mental values for that group were honest, responsible, broadminded, ambitious, loving, and independent.

The responding terminal values chosen were

freedom, happiness, wisdom, self-respect, mature love, and a sense of
accomplishment.

74

Values are not static, however.

Bengston (1975) has shown the

generational changes in values of Americans. 75 .Wrenn has shown time
· 73 c. Gilbert Wrenn, "Values and Counseling in Different Countries
and Cultures," The School Counselor (September, 1976): 9.
74Rokeach, The Nature of Values, p. 74.
. 75 vern L. Bengston, "Generation and Family Effects in Value
Socialization," American Sociological Review 40(June, 1975): 365.
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TABLE !.--Instrumental and Terminal Value }:Iedians and Composite Rank

Orders for Rokeach's College Student Population. (N = 298)

Value (I)

median

rank
order

Value (T)

Ambitious

7.0

4

Broadminded

6.7

3

An

Capable

9.4

10

median

rank
order

A comfortable life

12.1

13

exciting life

11.6

12

7.7

b

A sense of accomplish-

ment

Cheerful

11.4

15

A world at peace

8.4

10

Clean

14.2

17

A world of beauty

13.8

17

Courageous

8.4

7

Equality

10.6

11

Forgiving

9.7

11

Family security

8.4

9

Helpful

10.6

13

Freedom

5.1

1

Honest

4.2

1

Happiness

6.2

2

Imaginative

11.4

14

Inner harmony

8.3

8

Independent

8.1

6

Mature love

7.3

5

Intellectual

9.2

9

National security

13.6

16

Logical

10.l

12

Pleasure

14.0

18

Loving

7.7

5

Salvation

13.1

14

Obedient

15.3

18

Self-respect

6.7

4

Polite

12.9

16

Social recognition

13.6

15

Responsible

6.0

2

True friendship

7.8

7

Self-controlled

8.8

8

Wisdom

6.4

3
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changes in several other countries in the world. 76

This supports a need

for frequent reassessment of this culture-bound item.
Swmnary of Literature
Communication, then, as an integral part of a culture, is a prime
tool in investigating relationships between differing cultures.

The

actions taken within the context of such intercultural relationships
are often affected by personal values.

Hence, it is useful to determine

the values that might be held by an individual or held in common by
a culture.
Numerous tools have been devised to facilitate such measurement.
One of the most useful is the Rokeach Value Preference Survey (VPS) which
has been administered to thousands of individuals.

However, the pre-

ponderence of this work has been done with populations of Americans or
those holding values that are essentially Western.

It is known that

values among Orientals are affected by a Confucian background.

Current

studies involving Chinese subjects often show a modern~day adherence to
ancient principles.

It is the intent of this study to compare the values

of American and Chinese university students as ~xpressed by the Modified
Rokeach VPS.

76

Wrenn, p. 9.

IV.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
The Subjects

The subjects included in this study are students solicited from
seventeen midwestern universities.

The group includes students from

many areas of study, similar numbers of males (64) and females (70),
and those ranging from second semester freshmen to graduate students.
The Chinese population, thirty-three men and twenty-nine women,
was composed of English-speaking, Taiwan nationals in the United
States for the purposes of education.

The American population,

thirty-one men and forty-one women, was composed of students at
Illinois universities.

The population being surveyed is admittedly

not typical of the country in general, either Taiwan or the United
States, in that it is an educated elite.

However, it is between such

prospective leaders that international communication takes place.

If

initial understanding can be improved in this first line of contact
between cultures, it seems probable that dyadic intercultural communication will be aided, also.
The Instrument
A modified Rokeach Value Preference Survey (VPS) form was used
to assess value rankings for thirty-six values by the 134 subjects.
{see fig. 4, 5, 6)

The modification 77 allows respondents to compare

77This modification was devised by Donald L. Rogers for use in
educational methods classes.
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Values Preference Survey

f,,istructions:

the next two pages are two,alpha.betioally-arranged sets
of values. Your task is to distinguish your individual
preferences between them, two at a time. Compare the value
at the left side margin with the one at the top. If the
side value is more important to you than the top value,
place a plus(+) in the box. If the top value is more
important to you tha.n the side value, place a minus (-)
in the box.
On

When you are finished, please complete the personal
opinion data sheet at the end. Your survey will be
anonymous and all individual responses will be kept
confidential.
·
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two values at a time and to rank each against every other.

Ultimately,

respondents arrive at a one-through-eighteen ranking for each set of
values as does the original Rokeach survey tool.

The modification seems

to simplify the choice for the respond~nt who is faced with the task
of choosing a preference of two items rather than of the entire group.
This change is in accordance with research stating that seven bits of
information, plus or minus two, is the maximum number that an individual
can simultaneously process.

78

The other modification of the VPS involved the addition of Chinese
characters to express each of the values.

While all the respondents

in this sample read and understand English, this addition allowed all
subjects to read the items in their native language.
The VPS was chosen for intercultural use for three primary reasons.
One is its simple and straightforward approach toward the clarification
of one's own values.

The second is that meanings of the words used

are relatively free of ambiguity in a general sense.

For example,

"logical" generally means the same regardless of how one envisions behavior expressing the value.

The third is that a vast amount of data

has been accumulated over the years to give the VPS an ample, though
culturally restricted, foundation.
A personal_ data sheet was included with each survey form, (see
fig. 7) but no individual identities were sought.

The confidentiality

of the individual surveys was emphasized to encourage candid responses
in all parts of the instrument.
78G. A. Miller, "The Magical Number Seven, Plus-or-Minus Two:
Some Limits on our Capacity for Processing Information," Psychological
Review 63(1956): 84.
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Personal Opinipn Data Sheet

Appendix B

Sex
Age

M

l~-19

F

20-21

22-23

24-25

over

-----------------

25

Nationality

If other than U. S., number. of years in this country

--------------------------------University.

Major field of study

At

---------

Are the values listed on the previous page those you consider most

no

yes

important in your life?

--------------

lf not, list others of greater importance

no

yes

Do you consider yourself religous?
Politically, do you consider yourself to be

liberal?

Do you like to direct the activities of others?

conservative?
no

yes

Are the wishes of your parents important in your life decisions?
Do you often make mistakes?

Do you consider cheating on an examination a serious o.ffense?

yes

no

no

yes

Do you always say what you think, even to your suyeriors?

yes

no

Do you consider creativity an important quality in modern society?
Did you ever wish you were born the opposite sex of what you are?
Would you marry someone that you

no

no

yes

Do you ever cry in public?

yes

did not love?

yes

yes
yes

no

Could you accept as a best friend someone whose political views differed
yes

from yours?

no

Which would you do for a friend? (circle as many as apply)
give transportation?
share your housing?

Fig. 7.

give employment?

lend money?

defend against opponents?

overlook minor lawbreaking?
Personal Data Sheet

offer alibi ?

no
no
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Conditions
Since there was no need for condition uniformity, the survey was
administered many different times and in different settings.

Students

were allowed as much time as needed, some completing the form at their
convenience and returning it several days later.
Statistical Analyses
The data were analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U Test of the
Statistical Program in Social Sciences (SPSS).

It is one of the most

powerful of the nonparametric tests and is the test of choice for
ordinal data involving two independent samples.

The difference in

central tendency is specified by the rank value of each case, not just
its location relative to the median.

The U statistic is the number

of times a score in group 1 (Americans) precedes a score in group z
(Chinese), treating group 1 as the control group.

If there is no

difference between the groups, one might expect a random distribution
pattern.

The corresponding Z statistic can be corrected for ties

within ranks and produces a 2-tailed probability capable of rejecting
H at the probability of p
0

< .0003. 79

The Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test was overlayed on the Mann-Whitney U
Test and, since U can be computed from W, the probability given applies
to both. 80

79 sidney Siegel. Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, .1956), pp. 116-26
80J. Tuccy, "Non-parametric Statistical Tests," SPSS Subprogram
NPAR TESTS, Manual No. 324 (Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University
Vogelback Computing Center, 1~78), p. 30

V.

RESULTS

Values of American Students
Among the eighteen instrumental values, the American students in
this population ranked loving as the number one value with a median
level of 2.750.

It was succeeded by honest, responsible, forgiving,

self-controlled, and polite as the six most important values.
Table l).

(see

The divergence between the highest and the lowest value,

in this case 11.500, indicates the degree of uniformity within the
group.

A divergence of 17.000 would indicate perfect uniformity.

Choosing from the terminal values, the American students cherished
self-respect as the prime value, although a high median level of 4.300
indicates considerable diversity within the group.

It was followed

in order by family security, true friendship, a tie between happiness
and mature love, and freedom. (see Table 3)

The divergence between

the highest and lowest values was 11.200.
Values of Chinese Students
Of the eighteen instrumental values, the Chinese students ranked
responsible as the number one value with a median level of 2.237.

It

was followed in rank importance by honest, self-controlled, helpful,
forgivin&, and intellectual.

(see Table l)

The divergence on the

scale between the highest and lowest values is 14.485.
Among the terminal values, the Chinese students choose national
security as the most important value with a median level of 2.700.
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TABLE 2.-Instrumental Value Medians am Composite 1tank Orders for
American and Chinese University Sttxients.

Americans (72)
median rank order

Ghinese (62)
p value
median rank-order

Ambitious

13.600

17

14.83)

17

.1355

Broadminded

12.056

12

9.2,0

9

.0009

Capable

10.800

lO

a.929

8

.6177

Cheerful

10.833

ll

lh.667

16

.0055

9.929

8

16.722

18

.0000

Gourageous

14.250

18

l2.7So

13

Forgiving

6.750

Ji

7.21k

s

.l.437
.4903

Helpful

8.083

7

5.64.3

k

.9017

Honest

2.864

2

2.971

2

•.3539

Imaginative

12.900

15

14.167

lS

.0675

Independent

10.167

9

8.JQO

7

.0658.

Intellectual

12.667

1.3

7.643

6

.0001

Logical

12.722

14

10.000

ll

.0019

Loving

2.7,0

l

10.B.33

12

.0000

13.500

16

12.900

14

.6677

Polite

7.357

6

9.318

10

.0227

Responsible

1i.1SO

3

2.237

l

.0012

Sel.f'-controlled

7.250

5

J.900

.3

.0021

Value

Glean

Obedient
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TABLE 3.~Terminal Value Medians and ·composite Rank Orders for American

and Chinese University Students.

Value

Americans (72)
median rank
order

Chinese (62)
median rank
order

A comfortable life

J.k.786

17

lh.500

l6

.3598

An exciting life

13.750

15

17.000

18

.0000

A sense of accomplishment 12.250

13

ll.591

12

.BL37

p value

A_world at peace

8.250

9

8.333

9

.9003

A world of beauty

lh.600

16

l.4.750

15

.5255

Equality

12.500

14

8.071

8

.0000

Family security

4.318

2

5.375

3

.4903

Freedom

6.722

6

5.500

4

.3702

Piappiness

6.167

4.5

10.100

ll

.0000

Inner harmony

7.611

8

6.333

5

.3344

Mature love

6.167 4.5

9.500

10

.0004

National security

11.000

ll

2.100

l

.0000

Pleasure

12.136

12

l.4.600

14

.1625

Salvation

7.167

7

15.500

17

.0000

Self-respect

, 4.300

1

6.357

6

.0330

Social recognition

15 • .500

18

13.llS

13

.0012

True friendship

4.875

3

6.500

7

.0046

Wisdom

9.7,0

10

3.750

2

.0001
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It was followed in order by wisdom, family security, freedom, inner
harmony, and self-respect. (see Table 3)

The divergence on this

scale was 14.300.
American Values Compared to Chinese Values
There was a significant difference at the p ( .US level between
American and Chinese values-on eleven separate items in the instrumental
values list.

They were broadminded, capable, cheerful, clean, helpful,

intellectual, logical, loving, polite, responsible, and self-controlled.
All, except polite, are significant at the p

.01 level.

The most highly

significant (.OUOO) are loving, which the _Americans ranked first and the
Chinese ranked twelfth, and clean which Americans ranked eighth and
Chinese, eighteenth.

(see Fig. H)

Significance at the p<

.us

level was found for ten of the eighteen

terminal values as ranked by American and Chinese students.

They are:

an exciting life, equality, happiness, mature love, national security,
salvation, self-respect, social recognition, true friendship, and wisdom.
All except self-respect are also significantly different at the p
level.

Five items show a p value of .OUOO.

.01

They are: an exciting life--

Americans, fifteenth and Chinese, eighteenth; equality--Americans, fourteenth and Chinese, eighth; happiness--Americans, fourth and Chinese,
eleventh; national security--Americans, eleventh and Chinese, first; and
finally salvation--Americans, seventh and Chinese, seventeenth. (See Fig. Y)
Values of American Males
Some differences emerge when the data were analyzed by sex for each
group.

American men named honest as the most important instrumental value

with a 2.200 median.

It was followed by responsible, loving, self-controlled,

forgiving, and helpful. (see Table 4)

~he unirormity factor was 11.050.

1 Q 18 17 16

Ambitious

I

Broadminded

I

Capable

I

Cheerful

I

13 12 11 10 9

8 7 6 5

3 2· l

I

I

t

Forgiving

I

I

I

i

Helpful

I
-'"'·

Honest

',

Imaginative

.;.,

.

"

,•

~j,

I

I

Independent

I

Intellectual

I

Logical

I

.

Loving
Obedient

,

i

I

Polite

I
..

Responsible
Self-controlled
Fig. 8.

4

I

Courageous

Clean

15 14

I

I

.

,,

~

I
I

Instrumental Value Composite Rank Orders for['.::!
American and c::::J Chinese University Students.
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1~~~UllllW9876 54 32 l
A comfortable
life

An exciting
life

A sense of

accomplishment

A world at
peace
A world

beauty

er

Equality
Family security
Freedom

Happiness
Inner Harmony
Mature love
National
security

Pleasure
Salvation

Self-respect
Social
recognition
True
friendship
Wisdom

Fig. 9. Terminal Value Composite Rank Orders for (;;!ti
American and
Chinese University students.

c:::::r
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TABLi 4.-Instrumental Value Medians and Composite Rank Orders for
American and Chinese Male University Students.

Americans (31)
median rank
order

Chinese (33)
median rank

Ambitious

13.125. 17

14.813

17

.4950

Broadminded

12.7,0

14

6.875

6

.0006

Capable

11.200

9

9.7,0

11

.1526

Cheerful

11.250

lD

12.417

13

.3161

9.000

8

16.571

18

.0001

Courageous

13.2.50

18

13. 714

15

.9034

Forgiving

7.875

5

5.7,0

4

.2421

flelpful

7.917

6

6.125

5

.1271

Honest

2.200

l

2.727

2

.7036

Imaginative

12.667

13

1,4.083

16

.1228

Independent

11.875. 11

9.708

10

.0081

Intellectual

13.000 15.5

7.417

7

.0161

Logical

13.000

15.5

9.667

9

.0047

3.188

3

lD.875

12

.0000

12.000

12

12.7,0

14

.9516

Polit.e

8.000

7

9.3.33

8

.0489

Responsible

2.8CX)

2

2.306

l

.SllD

·Self-controlled

6.750

4

5.625

3

.,ooo

Talue

Clean

Loving
Obedient

p value

order
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Of the terminal values, Ameri~an men chose self-respect as the
top value although it had only a 4.200 median.

Following it were

true friendship, family security, mature love, freedom, and happiness.
(see Table 5)

Divergence for this group was 11.133.
Values of Chinese males

Chinese men valued responsible most highly of the instrumental
values with a 2.308 median.

It was succeeded by honest, self-controlled,

forgiving, helpful, and broadminded.

(see Table 4)

A uniformity

factor of 14.263 was found for this group.
National security was the most highly prized terminal value of
Chinese men with a 1.417 median.

This was followed by family security,

freedom, true friendship, inner harmony, self-respect.

(see Table 5)

The divergence is 15.666.
Values of American Hales Compared to Values of Chinese Males
The instrumental value, loving, produced the most significant
difference (.0000) between American and Chinese men, Americans ranking
it third and Chinese, twelfth.

Other values significantly different at

the p <'....01 level were broadminded, clean, independent, and logical.
Two others, intellectual and polite, show significant difference at the
p ..c_.05 level making a total of seven instrumental values meeting the
stated criteria for significance.

(see Fig. 10)

The Chinese men's number one terminal value, national security,
is the most highly valued of all items by any group in this study.
It also shows the greatest significant difference (.0000) among these
values, eleventh for American men and first for Chinese men.

Other

values which show significance at the p ..c.. .Ul level are an exciting life,
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TABLE S.--Tenninal Value Medians arxi Gomposite Rank Orders for American
arxi Chinese Male University Students.

Value

Americans (31)
rank
median
order

Chinese (33)
p value
rank
median
order

A comfortable life

15.333

16

JL. 750

15

.3325

An exciting life

13.667

16

17-.083

18

.oooh

A sense of accomplishment 12.000

lL

11.583

12

.8660

8.000

6

10.12,

11

•7161

A world of beauty

14.ooo

17

15.533

17

.1662

:Equality

11.2So

12

7.625

8

.0039

Family security

5.250

3

4.583

2

~2946

Freedom

6.333

5

6.133

3

.5608

·6.625

6

9.286

lO

.0125

Inner harmony

7.667

7

6.625

5

.166S

Mature love

S.. 333

4

6.675

9

.0031

National security

10.400

11

1.417

1

.0000

Pleasure

11.800

13

12.667

13

.u46J

Salvation

8.333

9

15.250

16

.0006

Self~respect

4.200

l

6.875

6

.081)

13.750

15

13.000

14

.2849

True friendship

5.200

2

6.200

4

.17ol,.

Wisdom

9.750

10

1.2so

7

.0697

A world at peace

Happiness

Social recognition
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equality, mature love, and salvation.

Additionally, happiness is

significantly different at the p <:,.05 level, completing a total of
six terminal values meeting the stated criteria.

(see Fig. 11)

Values of American Females
The American women in this study ranked loving as their most important instrumental value, giving it a 2.375 median.

It was followed

by honest, responsible, forgiving, polite, and self-controlled.
Table 6)

(see

A uniformity factor of 12.375 was expressed by this group.

Family security was the most highly prized of the terminal values,
although considerable diversity was expressed by its median of 4.063.
Others, in order, were salvation, a tie between true friendship and
self-respect, then happiness, and mature love.

(see Table 7)

Divergence

was similar to that of the instrumental values, 12.562.
Values of Chinese Females
The Chinese women in this study selected responsible as their
most important instrumental value with a 2.083 median level.

It was

foLlowed by self-controlled, honest, helpful, independent, and intellectual.

(see Table 6)

A uniformity factor of 14.735 was expressed in

this part of the data.
Wisdom was the most highly regarded of the terminal values with
a median of 2.800.

It was followed by national security, freedom,

self-respect, inner harmony, and true friendship.

(see Table 7)

Divergence was 14.117 among this group of items for Chinese women •
. . Values of American Females Compared to Values of Cl:rlt@Se Females
Among the instrumental values, loving again produced the most significant difference (p.(, .0000) between Americans and Chinese, as the
American women ranked it first and the Chinese, twelfth.

Other values
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TABLE 6.-Instrumental Value Medians and Composite Rank Orders for

American and Chinese Fem.a.le University Students.

Value

Americans (41)
median
rank
order

Chinese (29)
median
rank
order

p value

Ambitious

13.875 16.S

1S.ooo 16.S

.1721

Broadminded

11.600

12

10. 750

12

•.31S1

Gapable

10 •.333

9

8.333

7

.02h8

Cheerful

10.625

11

15.ooo

16.S

.0036

Clean

10.400

lO

16.818

18

.0022

Courageous

14. 750

18

10. 7.50

12

.0783

Forgiving

6.000

k

8.62$

8

.0613

Helpful

:-a.2so

7

5.125

4

.0039

Honest

3.lll

2

3.417

3

.20.36

Imaginative

13.25:J

1S

14.250

15

.2890

Indepen<;ient

10.342

.-8

7.375

5

.7286

Intellectual

12.375

13

:.B.ooo

-:6

.0016

Logical

12.583

1k

lO .3.3.3

10

.1462

LOving

2.375

1

10.7,0

12

.0000

13.000

14

.9665

Obedient

13.875 16.5

Polite

7.286

5

9.250

9

~3444

Responsible

5.600

3

2.083

l

.oo::>2

Self-control.led

7.417

6

2.375

2

.0001
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TABLE 7.~Terminal Value Medians and Composite Rank Orders for American
and Chinese Female University Students.

Americans (41)
median
rank
order

Chinese (29)
II!edian rank
order

l1.4oo
14.ooo

l.6

]1.200

15

.7415

15

l.6.917

18

.0002

A sense of accomplishment 12.571

13

11.600

11

.6612

6.333

9

7.375

1

.3412

A world of bea.uty

15.556

17

11.000

~

.0662

Equality

13.000

14

B.563

9

.0009

Family security

4.063

1

6.000

8

.0387

Freedom

7.125

7

4.889

3

.OS3.5

Happiness

6.000

5

ll. 750

12

.0000

Inner harmony

7.583

8

6.125

5

.2729

Mature love

6.583

6

10.125

10

.0278

Nitional security .

11.125

11

3.200

2

.0000

Pleasure

12.417

12

15.600

16

.0025

Salvation

4.2,0

2

15.667

17

.0000

Self~respeet

4.400 3.5

6.000

4

.2712

18

l.J.583

13

.0016

'!rut. friendship

4.400 3.5

7.250

6

.0012

Wisdom

9.750

2.800

l

.0001

Value

A comfortable life

An exciting life
A world at peace

Social recognition

16.625

lO

p value
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significantly different at the P<: .01_ level are cheerful, clean, helpful,
intellectual, responsible, and self-controlled.
is significant at the p

<:.us

Additionally, capable

level, producing eight items which reach

significance at the established level.

(see Fig. 12)

Three of the terminal values are found to be quite significantly
different (.0000) for these groups.

American women rank happiness

fifth as opposed to twelfth for the Chinese women; Americans rank national
security eleventh, but the Chinese place it second; and Americans place
salvation second whereas the Chinese women rank it seventeenth.
Other values which show significance at the p

< . 01

level are an

exciting life, equality, pleasure, social recognition, true friendshio,
and wisdom.

Two more values, family security and mature love, are signi-

ficantly different at the p <. . 05 level making a total of eleven of the
eighteen values with differences that reach significance. (see Fig. 13)
Summary of Results
The data show that, when analyzed as group comparisons, there is a
significant difference at the p ..( .05 level between American and Chinese
university students on eleven of the instrumental value items and ten of
the terminal value items.

Among the male subjects in this study, there

was a significant difference between Americans and Chinese on seven of
the instrumental value items and six of the terminal value items.

Among

the female subjects, there was a significant difference between Americans
and Chinese on eight instrumental value items and eleven of the terminal
value items.

The uniformity-diversity factor shows the Chinese students

to be more uniform in their responses than Americans in all three groups.

5 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6

1.9 18 17 16

Ambitious

I

Broadminded

I

Capable

I

Cheerful

I

Clean

s
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VI.

DISCUSSION

When approaching this problem we recognized the possibility that
we might find no significant differences among the value rankings of these
two groups of American and Chinese university students.

In locus of

control studies, Lao has found a high degree of similarity between China
(Taiwan) and the United States on belief in three factors: general
internality, powerful others, and chance.

81

Hsueh also found no distinct

cultural differences among Chinese and American adolescents in the
perceptions of television heroes. 82
Furthermore, these populations have several things in common.

They

attend similar or even the same universities; they are in a common age
group; they have lived for at least one semester in the same locale.

The

daily cultural influences on young people--music, fashions, recreational
activities, social pressures--are similar on both groups.
It seems, then, that if differences were to be found using this
methodology and these populations, they would be resultant of that part
of their lives which they did not hold in common--ethnic culture.

We

concede the possibility that some cultural values have been weakened
and others, perhaps, lost or replaced in the acculturation process that
·
83
has occurred in the United States,
but this does not reflect on the
81
Lao, p. 120.

Bl Shau-wing Cloud Hseuh, "Adolescent Perceptions of Television Heroes:

A Cross Cultural Study," (Ph.D. dissertation, The Ohio State University,
1977), p. 149-51.

83Young Yun Kim, "Communication Patterns of Foreign Immigrants in the
Process of Acculturation," Human Communication Research 4(Fall, 1977): 75.
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validity of the significant differences that were found.

On the contrary,

it makes them even more remarkable.
There were three instrumental values and six terminal values which
emerged as highly contrastive in comparative analysis.

The instrumental

values were loving, clean, and intellectual, while an exciting life,
equality, happiness, national security, salvation, and wisdom were salient
terminal value contrasts.

A discussion of each follows.
Instrumental Values

The valuation of loving was one of the most highly significant
differences between the two groups, Americans ranking it first, Chinese,
twelfth.

This pattern was consistent through the data with American men

ranking it third and American women ranking it first while Chinese men and
women both ranked it twelfth.

If loving is interpreted as being loving

toward children, this is a puzzling finding.

The Chinese are extremely

fond of, even indulgent toward, young children, especially boys.

84

However,

it is also considered unwise, particularly among native Taiwanese, to
show affection toward older children. 85

Perhaps, it is in this sense that

loving might be understood.
Most likely, however, loving is thought to be a feeling toward one
of the opposite sex.

The reality of Taiwan is that a generation ago

nearly all marriages were arranged by parents.

86

This is still the practice

in rural villages, and in other areas they are planned with a great deal of
parental influence and concurrence.
are important to marriage.

Hence, many factors besides "love"

Over 28% of the Chinese students in this study

84Margery Wolf, Women and the Family in Rural Taiwan (Stanford,
California: Stanford University Press, 1972), p. 73.
85 Ibid., p. 74.
86 Ibid., p. 102.
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indicated they would marry someone whom they did not love as compared
with only 9% of the Americans.
Another highly significant difference was seen for the value, clean,
the Americans ranking it eighth and the Chinese, eighteenth.

The Chinese

translation expressed clean as free from soil or not dirty.

Rokeach also

gives this connotation to the word. 87

It is possible that the Americans

may have also interpreted clean to mean "virtuous" or "moral," which
would have broadened its acceptance.

Assuming that both understood it

similarlj., however, we suspect that it is a difference in conscious
emphasis rather than in practice.

Cleanliness is practiced in Taiwan,

sometimes to an extreme degree, (particularly in homes patterned after
the Japanese style) but it is not verbalized as extensively as in American
society.

Hence, it may not be as consciously articulated as some other

values.
Another highly significant value difference was on the item,
intellectual.
it sixth.

The Americans ranked it thirteenth, but the Chinese placed

The development of the intellect has been prized among Chinese

since the time of Confuciu·s.
in status. 88

Teachers and scholars were next to the kings

Because of this, the Chinese continue to have extremely high

regard for education as evidenced by its position in the national budget,
seconded only to national defense. 89

It is reasonable to assume that these

students who have survived several testing occasions in order to reach this
level of their educadon will reflect that value in their ranking of
intellectual.
87 Rokeach, The Nature of Human Values, p. 80.
88 01iver, p. 107.
p. 147.

89Lik-wu-Han, Taiwan Today (Taipei: Cheng Chung Books Company, 1976),
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Tenninal Values
Among the terminal values, an exciting life showed a highly significant
difference, Americans ranking it fifteenth and Chinese, eighteenth.

With

Taiwan still under military rule and dedicated to The Three Principles:
nationalism, democracy, and improved livelihood, 90 it is easy to envision
that an exciting life w~uld seem a low priority.

Taiwan, a developing

country, is still close enough to having met only basic survival needs to
vividly recall the experience.

The comparative prosperity they now enjoy

has not lent itself to boredom; hence, little value is placed on excitement.
Equality showed a highly significant difference with Americans
ranking it fourteenth and Chinese, eighth.

The American population in

this study was predominantly white, middle-class, but of both sexes.
It is possible that they have not had occasion to formulate a high
valuation of equality.

The Chinese on Taiwan are composed of three bodies

of people: the Aborigines, the Taiwanese--Chinese who came from the China
mainland three hundred years ago--and the Mainlanders who came to
in 1948-50. 91

Taiwan

While the younger Chinese tend to minimize these differences,

the older generation often draws sharp distinctions.

It is possible, how-

ever that the Chinese in this sample have developed respect for equality
from themselves being a minority in a foreign country, an experience not
shared by the majority,of the students in the American sample.

Even .so,

it should be noted that 99% of the Americans indicated they could accept
as a best friend someone whose political views differed from their own as
opposed to 71% for the Chinese.
9 oibid., p. 6.
91 chung Hwa Information Service Bulletin (Taipei: China Art
Printing Works, 1977), p. 7.
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The value happiness is rated significantly higher by Americans,
4.5, than by Chinese, eleventh.

This would be expected to agree with the

other hedonistic value, an exciting life, which also shows a significant
difference and in the same direction.

It should be remembered that

Confucius' ideas, as taught in the School of Moral Law, considered "joy"
'
d 92
one o f th e seven passions
to be avo1"de.

Furthermore, present day

conditions, including political exile of manJ. of the people from their
homes on the Mainland, dictate a serious attitude in the people.
is taught in the schools and homes.

This

Therefore, it might be a value that

Chinese would not prize highly or, at least, would not feel comfortable
articulating.
National security was the eleventh value for Americans, but was the
number one value for Chinese.
it only sixteenth.

Rokeach's American students in 1970 ranked

(see Table 1)

Without a perceived threat, it is

reasonable to expect this to be low.

The Chinese students, however,

have spent their lifetimes with a real or imagined threat at their borders.
The message is taught in the schools and the young people are acutely
aware of the problem.

It is not surprising that the Chinese rank

national security as the highest priority.
Salvation was another very predictable value.
it seventh as opposed to seventeenth for the Chinese.

The Americans ranked
The major religions

in Taiwan are Buddhism and Taoism, neither of which placed a high value
on salvation in the Christian sense.

In this survey 75% of the Chinese

students stated that they did not consider themselves to be religious
as comparecl with only 25% of the Americaa students.

The egalitarian

influence of the Wang School is still evident among modern day Chinese.
92

Oliver, p. 115.
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They are inclined toward pragmatism without a strong need for religion, 93
hence, the low priority on salvation.
The value, wisdom, showed a significant ethnic difference, the
Americans ranking it tenth and the Chinese, second.

Wisdom was a primary

value in Confucius' day 94 and has continued through the School of Li
and the School of Moral Law to the present day.
Other Salient Findings
The popular notion that was not supported in this study is that
Chinese are more concerned with family than are Americans.

There was no

significant difference on the item, family security, for the respondents
in this study except by American women who placed it first as opposed to
Chinese women who valued it eighth.

When asked if parents' wishes were

important to their life decisions, 80% of the Americans and 71% of the
Chinese indicated they were important.

Admittedly, the Chinese sample

was slightly older than the American sample which could have accounted
for this.

Both Americans and Chinese ranked family security as a

relatively high priority.
When asked if cheating on an examination is a serious offense,
50% of the Americans and 42% of the Chinese reponded negatively.
both groups ranked honest as their number two value.

Yet,

Additionally, 39%

of the Americans and 35% of the ~hinese would offer an alibi for a friend
and 51% and 26% respectively would also overlook minor lawbreaking.
would seem to indicate a compartmentalization of values and behavior.

93 ,

Chung Hwa, pp. 14-15.

9401·iver, p. 107.

This
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It is of interest to note that in all cases--total groups, males,
and females--the Chinese showed a higher diversity-uniformity factor.
This is an indication of the greater degree of agreement within the
Chinese ethnic sample.

Tanaka-Matsumi and Marsella have explained this

,,uniformi'ty among Japanese as a result of t~1e homogeneity of the culture. 95
This would be true for Taiwan as well.

It is also perhaps true that

Americans are encouraged to dissent more than members of oriental cultures,
making for more diversity of opinion within the sample.
In this study 57% of the Americans and 71% of the Chinese considered
themselves to be politically conservative.

However, the preferences and

values expressed for students are valid only for those populations of
students and can not necessarily be construed as representative of the
countries in general.

Ninety-seven per cent of the Americans and 91% of

the Chinese indicated that these were the values they consider most important in their lives.
The Language
The language employed in this testing situation was a prime
consideration.

Gardner et al. has shown that the language used is a

factor in some cross-cultural aspects involving bilingual subjects. 96
Because of this, we felt it important that each subject read the survey
in his (her) native language.

This prompted the dual translation.

This

however, introduced another problem: that of equivalent translation.
Lao has discussed the difficulties entailed in arriving at a translation
which has commensurate psychological meaning for each group.

She

95 ranaka-Matsumi and Marsella, p. 392.
96 R. C. Gardner, D. M. Kriby, R. Y. Pablo, and Emma Santos Castillo,
"Ethnic Stereotypes: The Role of Language," The Journal of Social Psychology
96(1975): 3.

b3

acknowledges it is still a problem, even after several translation-back
translation procedures. 97

While recognizing the possibility that the

Chinese translations were not explicit representatives of the American
meaning, it is our view that this problem was minimized by the bilingual
Chinese stu<lents having the survey before them in two languages and th~
American students having it in their native langues.

97 Lao, p. 121.

VII.

CONCLUSIONS

Regarding the null hypotheses stated earlier, we conclude
the following:
NulL hypothesis number one.

There is no significant difference in

the rankings of the values of the Rokeach Value Preference Survey
(VPS) between selected samples of American and Chinese (Taiwan)
university students, was rejected.

This rejection was based on signi-

ficant differences found at the p-<.. .05 level for twenty-one of the
thirty-six stated values.
Null Hypothesis number two.

There is no significant difference in the

rankings of the individual values of the Rokeach Value Preference Survey
(VPS) between selected samples of American and Chinese (Taiwan) male
university students, was rejected.

This rejection is based on signifi-

cant difference found at the p L... .05 level· for fourteen of the thirtysix values.
Null hYPothesis number three.

There is no significant difference in

the ranldngsof the individual values of the Rokeach Value Preference
Survey (VPS) between a selected sample of American and Chinese (Taiwan)
female university students, was rejected.

Rejection was based on

significant difference found at the p L... .05 Level for nineteen of the
thirty-six stated values.
In conclusion, then, the data indicate there is a significant
difference between some of the values for this sample of American and
Chinese university students.

An extended analysis indicates that
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differences also exist between American and Chinese males and between
American and Chinese females when the data are partitioned by sex.

Age,

occupation, (student) and other demographic features present relative
homogeneity between the two populations of this study.

Hence, these

significant differences are apparently a result of ethnic cultural
diversity between the American and Chinese university students, representing some cultural differences in value priorities.
One other finding is to be noted.

There is substantially more

uniformity in the responses of the Chinese students than there is in the
American responses.

This is evidenced by the much higher within-sample

agreement for the Chinese group as well as for the Chinese males and
Chinese females than for their American counterparts.

This is due, it

is suggested, to a higher level of cultural homogeneity among the
Chinese.

The present study supports these views and enhances inter-

cultural communication by expanding understanding of values.

VIII.

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Limitations

This investigator acknowledges the possible entrance of error
in this study because of:
1.

The inability to make a perfectly equivalent translation
into Chinese.

2.

The moderate discrepancy in age between the two
experimental populations.

3.

The limitations of the modified Rbkeach Value Preference
Survey to precisely measure values.

4.

Individual meanings assessed to some of the terms of the
VPS.

However, an effort was made in each case to minimize

these possibilities.

Controls were as stringent (or more

so) than those of comparable studies, so it is asserted
that these data are valid expressions of the study and
that they are readily useable for further study.
Recommendations
Several areas for further study were suggested by this research.
They include research to:
1.

To determine the validity of this instrument among Chinese
populations in Taiwan.

2.

To determine the validity of this instrument among other
Oriental populations.
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3.

To determine the relationship between values as
expressed by the VP8 and behavior among Chinese.

4.

To determine the relationship between values as expressed
by the VPS and attitudes as measured by one of the many
attitudinal scales.

5.

To determine the relationship between values as expressed
by the VPS and communication barriers.
Summary

Communication barriers are decreased among people who share an
appreciation of each other.

The underlying motivation for this study was

to heighten the effectiveness of intercultural communication by increasing
the understanding of another culture.

It is hoped that this information

will contribute toward that goal.
It seemed at times that more questions were raised than answered.
Continued pursuit of those answers is our goal.

It is hoped that these

findings will also challenge others to add to the growing body of knowledge in intercultural communication.

Given the explosive conditions

in today's world, we can ill afford to ignore this potential for enhancing
peaceful co-existence and mutual progress.
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